LBR&WS 194B

EARNERS AND LEARNERS IN LOS ANGELES:
A RESEARCH SEMINAR

In this exciting group seminar students will gain marketable research skills through a new and timely UCLA Labor Center project, Earners and Learners in Los Angeles County, focused on the unique social, economic, and political context and experiences of those who work and attend college. Students will engage in a multi-method applied research seminar that will culminate in a final research portfolio addressing specific research themes and questions including project surveys, interviews and national data they have analyzed.

Thursdays 1:00pm-3:50pm
Royce Hall 156

Course requires instructor consent. Please email interest in course to Janna Shadduck-Hernandez at jshernandez@irle.ucla.edu.

Janna Shadduck-Hernández, Ed.D, is a Project Director at the UCLA Labor Center and a professor in Labor and Workplace Studies. As the course instructor she will organize the student seminar workplans, assign readings and research activities to ensure tasks meet the students’ and research project needs. She will evaluate student performance and serve as a mentor and research coach for course participants.